The nonlinear properties of Tris(acetylacetonato) Manganese(III) are used to manipulate the spatial frequencies at the Fourier plane using 4f-z scan. The technique is a simple self-adaptive alloptical system, which performs image processing and nonlinear optical measurements at the same time. Preferred spatial frequencies can be selected by shifting the nonlinear sample through the focus. Edge enhancement was demonstrated by filtering of low frequency with the nonlinear material at the Fourier plane.
Introduction
The Z scan technique [1] has been widely used for characterization of materials exhibiting nonlinear optical effects. These effects are of great technological importance for use in future applications within electronic and photonic devices phase contrast, imaging and spatial filtering [2] - [6] . An example of interest that has attracted a lot of attention, is the light-induced optical property changes which are separated into light-induced absorption changes and light-induced refractive index changes: The light-induced absorption changes are commonly described by α = α o + βI, where α o is linear absorption coefficient, I is the intensity of the light and β is a nonlinear absorption coefficient. This coefficient contains interesting nonlinear optical effects such as: reverse saturation absorption (RSA), two photon absorption (TPA), and saturation absorption (SA). Both RSA and TPA have been well studied for optoelectronic and photonic devices [2] [3], optical power limiting [4] , phase contrast imaging, and phase filtering [5] - [7] . The light-induced refractive index changes are described by the relationship n = n o + D. Henari, F. Z. Henari n 2 I, where n o is the linear refractive index, I is the intensity of the light and n 2 is a nonlinear refractive index coefficient. This coefficient is an effective parameter that contains many interesting nonlinear optical effects, such as laser-induced grating, soliton pulse propagation in waveguides [8] [9] , optical switching [10] - [13] , self-focusing, self-defocusing, self-phase modulation, self diffraction, optical bistability and optical limiting [14] .
Nonlinear optical properties of the materials can be used for spatial filtering and medical imaging [6] [7] . Nonlinear processes such as two photon absorption, reverse saturation absorption (optical limiting), and self focusing are examples of intensity dependent transmission, where at low input intensities the transmission is linear and at high intensities the transmission is reduced. Therefore the nonlinear transmission of materials can be used for spatial filtering the undesired band in the Fourier spectrum of the image.
Optical spatial filtering using nonlinear optical materials has become very popular for implantation in optical information processing [15] such as edge enhancement and medical image processing [5] [6] [16] . A Fourier plan of the lens contains terms including: spatial frequency, the magnitude (positive and negative) and the phase. These values capture all information regarding two dimensional images at the Fourier plane. The spatial frequency is the frequency across the space that can be mapped out to the different spatial frequencies to different points in the focal plane in a 4f-image system with the nonlinear material at the Fourier plane. Therefore the Fourier spectrum contains low spatial frequencies at the center and high spatial frequency at the edge. Therefore intensity dependent nonlinear absorption can be used to filter out undesired spatial frequency bands in the Fourier spectrum of the image (low spatial frequencies at the center with high intensities and low spatial frequencies at the edges with low intensities). Spatial filtering with nonlinear optical materials has been demonstrated by many authors, Xuan et al. used two photon absorption and Raman scattering in nonlinear material such as acetone and CS 2 for contrast improvement [17] . C. S. Yelleswarapu et al. [6] demonstrated the use of power limiting mechanism for self-adaptive, all optical Fourier imaging processes. Kothapalli et al. used nonlinear filtering technique that exploited photo control light modulation characteristic of bacteriorhodospin (bR) films for early detection of microcalcifications [18] .
This work demonstrates the use of nonlinear absorption properties of Tris(acetylacetonato) Manganese (III) solution for all-optical Fourier image processing and filtering spatial frequencies exploiting using 4-f filtering z scan technique. The theoretical back ground for this technique is given in references [6] [19] . The Z scan technique relies on the fact that the intensity varies along the axis of the convex lens and is maximum at the focus. Hence by incorporating a nonlinear material at the Fourier plane, the desired spatial filtering component in the Fourier transformation of the object can be selected by shifting the sample through focus. The technique is used for image edge enhancement and to identify red blood cells for normal individuals and for sickle cell patients, which opens the possibility of using the technique for sickle cell diagnosis. Figure 1 shows the experimental set up (4-f z scan setup) for nonlinear spatial filtering image processing. An air-cooled Ar ion laser beam operating at 514 nm with a power range of 20 mW is used for this study. The beam is collimated by a lens to illuminate the object and then transformed to a Fourier plane by a lens of 10 cm focal length (L 1 ). Tris(acetylacetonato) manganese(III) [Mn(acac)3] solution of 1 g/l was prepared in acetylacetone as a sample and placed in 1 mm glass cuvette. The cuvette is placed at the Fourier plane for real-time processing of spatial frequency information contained in the object. The inverse Fourier transformation of the filtered spectrum is obtained using another 10 cm focal length lens (L 2 ). The transmitted beam from the sample divided into Figure 1 . Experimental set up used to observe the edge enhancement using Cw laser at 514 nm. two parts, one part of the transmitted beam is imaged on a screen at the back of the lens L 2 and the other part is detected by the detector to obtain nonlinear properties of the sample. By shifting the sample through the focus, the beam intensity and/or spatial profile is recorded. These variations of the intensity during z scan can be used to block different spatial frequency bands of the Fourier spectrum of the image. The continuous band blocking filtering can be achieved by controlling the movement of the sample through the focus of the laser beam. Therefore no neutral density filters are needed.
Experimental Setup

Results and Discussion
Firstly the object was removed (see Figure 1) and a normal Z-scan was performed to measure the nonlinear absorption and nonlinear refractive index of the sample. The transmission from the sample was measured with and without an aperture in the far-field of the lens as the sample moved through the focal point. This enables the nonlinear refractive index (closed aperture) to be separated from that of the nonlinear absorption (open aperture). Figure 2 shows the normalizing transmission for closed aperture case. The peak valley configuration (peak then valley) of the Z-scan data indicates that the sign of the nonlinear refractive index is negative (self-defocusing). The values for nonlinear refractive index for Tris(acetylacetonato) Manganese(III) solution are reported in [20] .
The nonlinear refractive index arises from local variation of the refractive index with temperature. The absorption of the focused beam propagating through the sample leads to a spatial variation of temperature in the sample and, consequently spatial variation of refractive index that acts as thermal lens resulting in the phase distortion of the beam. Figure 2 shows photographs of the variation of the spot size as a function of the sample position relative to the lens focal point: prefocus transmittance maximum (Figure 2(a) ), postfocus transmittance minimum (Figure 2(c) ).
At the focus where the intensity is high, diffraction rings are formed due to the self-phase modulation of a continuous wave laser beam propagating through Tris(acetylacetonato) Manganese(III) in solution (Figure 2(b) ). The self-phase modulation of the laser beam is the result of the interaction between the nonlinear response of the sample with intensity dependence on refractive index and the divergence of the beam (self defocusing). This has been observed in several materials, such as atomic vapours, liquid crystals, polymers, and nanostructured materials. It was found that the number of the rings increases with increasing intensity, the higher number of observed rings in the far field indicates the high value of nonlinear refractive index. Experiments are in progress to utilize the self-phase modulation technique for enhancing the contrast of biological imaging by employing the phase microscopy methods in a nonlinear regime. Figure 3 shows the normalizing transmission for open aperture case. The nonlinear transmission is symmetric with respect to the focus (z = 0), where it has minimum transmission. It is indicative that the sample exhibits reverse saturation absorption (RSA). RSA occurs when the absorption cross section of the excited states is larger than that of the absorption cross section of the ground state. The value for nonlinear absorption for Tris(acetylacetonato) Manganese(III) in solution is reported in [20] .
The variation of intensities along the axis of the convex lens as the nonlinear sample passes through the focus can be used to simulate the intensities in different spatial frequency bands of the Fourier spectrum of the image. The spatial frequency distribution at the Fourier plane can be characterized into different intensity bands -low spatial frequencies at the center with high intensities and high spatial frequencies on the edges with low intensities. Thus the open z scan characteristics for example RSA can be exploited for its filtering property, which is slowly controllable with z -positions ( low incident intensity away from the focus and maximum intensity at the focus (z = 0)). At low beam intensity, away from the focus position, no nonlinear effect is present, all the spatial frequencies are transmitted through the sample cell, without the filtering process. As the intensity increases, low frequencies begin to attenuate and they diminish at higher intensities. Thus the reverse saturation absorption effects for a given sample make it possible to calculate the required input intensities to obtain the desired band of spatial frequencies.
The transmission characteristics of Tris(acetylacetonato) Manganese(III) solution as a function of intensities (positions) are used to manipulate the spatial frequencies at the focal plane. Figure 3 (left) shows the results of edge enhancement of the inner portion of the grid which is used as the object. The corresponding position on the graph is marked as a function of position (intensity). At low input intensity, no nonlinear effect is present, the 4-f z scan setup will image the object on the screen without any spatial filtering (position a). As the sample moved closer to focus the intensity reaches adequate level to initiate nonlinearities in the sample and the image of the object start to diminish (position b). As the intensity increases above some threshold level (position c), low spatial frequencies start to disappear, resulting in the slow enhancement of edges with high spatial frequencies. As the intensity increases more low spatial frequencies are blocked, resulting in more enhancements of the edges. A nearly perfect edge enhancement is observed at position (d) (High intensity position). image without any spatial filtering and Figure 4(b) represents edge enhancement image. From above we conclude the technique is able to perform filtering process at the Fourier plane where the nonlinear material is placed. Different intensities give rise to different types of spatial frequency spectra and works for processing any complex frequency spectrum (any shape of object) without any preferential direction.
The technique is used to process blood samples for the imaging of red blood cells from normal individuals and sickle cell patients. The whole blood samples were obtained from Hematology laboratory Bahrain Defense Force (BDF) Hospital. A single drop of blood from each sample was placed on the microscope slide and left to dry for 24 hours. The blood samples were introduced as an object in the experimental setup. By controlling the input intensity entering the nonlinear sample at the Fourier plane where the nonlinear material (Mn(acac) 3 ) is placed, the edge enhancement of the blood samples was achieved. Figure 5(a) & Figure 5(b) show the edge enhancement images of red blood cells for two normal individuals and Figure 5 (c) for a sickle cell patient. The technique successfully used for imaging and edge enhancement of red blood cells and can easily be used to monitor the changes in the shape of blood cells.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the nonlinear characteristics of Tris(acetylacetonato) Manganese(III) was used to manipulate the spatial frequencies at the Fourier plane. The technique is a simple self-adaptive all-optical system, which performs image processing and nonlinear optical measurements at the same time. The technique is used in displaying features of the red blood cells for normal individuals and for sickle cell patients, which opens the possibility of using the technique for sickle cell diagnosis. The technique also may be used for enhancing the visibility of film mammograms which may lead to early detection of microcalcification in breast cancer. The technique has a potential for optical implementation of image subtraction that can be utilized for medical image processing. Further experiments are in progress to investigate the use of this method for medical image processing.
